Abstract

Background: This study assessed student perceptions and outcomes of using the Top Hat audience response system (ARS) in conjunction with small-group discussions to facilitate active learning in a first-year geometrical and ophthalmic optics course. Methods: Throughout each 90-minute lecture, 5-10 ARS questions were placed to focus the students’ attention and to provide formative feedback on the students’ comprehension of the material. The students used their mobile devices to answer the questions following short, small-group discussions. At the conclusion of the course, an anonymous survey was administered to evaluate student experiences with the use of the Top Hat ARS. In addition, the scores of 36 final examination items were compared with the scores from previous academic years during which no ARS was utilized. Results: Most students stated that ARS questions were beneficial, helped to maintain attention during class, and they therefore favored this instructional strategy. They preferred 3-10 multiple-choice questions during most or all 90-minute lectures. When examination scores of 36 questions administered in different cohorts enrolled in the same course in two successive years were analyzed, the group working with the Top Hat ARS during lectures showed a small, but statistically significant mean improvement. (P-value 0.021) Conclusions: Utilization of the Top Hat ARS in conjunction with small-group discussions during face-to-face lectures is a valuable teaching tool, which helps students maintain attention and may improve academic performance.
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Background

Face-to-face lectures are often used for delivering significant amounts of content to large groups of students. The effectiveness of one-way lectures that do not actively engage students is limited. Adults passively attending a lecture have a maximum attention span of 15 to 20 minutes, and research has shown a low rate of information retention when audience members are passive participants in the learning process. On the other hand, students who actively engage during lecture — who interact with one another as well as with the instructor — have a better understanding of the lecture material, retain it longer, and are more able to apply the concepts in other contexts. While the ability to maintain attention in class may depend on the student’s level of motivation, interest and cognitive processing aptitude, attention itself may be influenced by the presentation of the lecture material, over which the instructor exerts full control. To actively engage students during lecture, many instructors have implemented innovative technologies.

These technologies include audience response systems (ARS), which have been increasingly used in education. An ARS is a combination of hardware and software that enables the instructor to pose real-time questions to students. The required hardware may be physical “clickers,” or the responder’s smartphone, laptop or tablet. During the live presentation of class materials, students are prompted to answer questions using their response devices. As responses are submitted via the software portal, the software instantaneously analyzes and displays a histogram showing the distribution of responses among answer choices. This particular tool not only assesses student learning to provide the instructor immediate feedback, but also promotes participation and engagement essential in active learning. Therefore, an ARS is beneficial to both the students and the instructor during the ongoing lecture. The instructor can instantly decide if a topic needs to be reviewed or if the lecture can proceed, while the students can self-reflect on their level of understanding of the concept just covered. Compared with traditional lectures, sessions using an ARS allow implementation of a variety of question types, including multiple-choice, multiple-response, fill-in-the-blank, matching, ordering, free-text response and hot-spot (click-on-target) picture questions. When used appropriately, this takes advantage of the valuable face-to-face time in class and can support active learning by requiring students to be engaged in higher-order thinking and analysis to synthesize and evaluate the materials presented to them in the classroom. According to Premkumar and Coupal, a 90-minute lecture should have a minimum of 5-6 engagement questions. Approximately 3-4 minutes should be devoted to the administration of each question, its response collection and any follow-up discussion of the correct solution. The utilization of the ARS provides an opportunity to improve the quality of analysis and discussion of lecture content, while at the same time providing immediate feedback to the course instructor. Therefore, it can play a vital role in transforming didactic teacher-centered lectures into interactive learner-centered environments, where students can engage in peer discussions and collaborative learning. To efficiently use an ARS throughout a lecture, a selection of assessment questions can be utilized. The three primary categories of ARS assessments are: factual recall, conceptual understanding and knowledge application. Factual recall assessments are often used to determine if students have done assigned readings or paid attention to rules and concepts stated during the lecture. Conceptual assessments require students to create answers rather than recall them and tend to generate more substantive discussions. Knowledge application assessments require analysis of concepts in different contexts and lead to a higher order of learning.
Despite its great potential, using an ARS per se does not guarantee improved face-to-face lectures, actively engaged students or improved student learning. In a 2004 commentary, biology professor William B. Wood noted, “Like any technology, these systems are intrinsically neither good nor bad; they can be used skillfully or clumsily, creatively or destructively.” The implementation of pedagogical strategies in combination with ARS technology is what ultimately influences student success. The reasoning for using an ARS should be explained to the students at the beginning of the course. Conceptual questions, each focusing on key points of the lecture, need to be prepared prior to the lecture, and students should be motivated to engage with the material and to answer the questions. In this context, the discussion of the presented ARS questions among the students is important. While the instructor strives to present the material as clearly as possible during an ongoing lecture, some students might still misunderstand or analyze the content incorrectly. On other occasions, students might understand the lecture material but misunderstand an ARS question. Both problems may be corrected by the students themselves during small-group discussions, a process that was introduced as Peer Instruction by physics professor Eric Mazur.

Mazur’s Peer Instruction method is a three-step process. The first step involves introducing an ARS question for formative assessment and having the students submit their responses individually. Students are then asked to engage in small-group discussions to convince each other of the correctness of their own answer by explaining their underlying analysis. In the last step, the instructor presents the same question, polls the students again, and provides support for the correct solution. Peer Instruction is a proven method to improve student learning for the mastery of lecture material. It is, however, time-consuming and requires that students complete reading assignments on the lecture topics before coming to class. An alternative approach is to have students engage in small-group discussions right after the question is assigned, which is then followed by one-time voting by each student. Unlike asking informal questions during a lecture, which typically engages only a few highly motivated students, an advantage of answering questions following small-group discussions is that it involves every student. In this context, the use of an ARS is vital for soliciting responses of all students in the class.

A substantial amount of literature documents improvements in student motivation and engagement in higher education due to the use of ARS. Although students tend to prefer a teaching style that incorporates an ARS during lecture, reports on whether this has a positive effect on examination grades have shown mixed results. To examine the potential impact of an ARS on students’ performance on graded tests and to optimize its use in class, their input regarding their perceptions of ARS in the learning process is crucial. To investigate student perception of ARS in the learning process, the study reported here involved first-year optometry students who participated in a geometrical and ophthalmic optics course during which an ARS was utilized in every 90-minute lecture.

The purpose of this study was two-fold. The first purpose was to examine student experiences with the Top Hat ARS with feedback regarding the administration of ARS questions throughout the course. The second purpose was to analyze the inter-cohort performance on examination items compared with performance in the same course taught the previous year during which no ARS was used.

Methods

Audience response system

The ARS used during this study is a web-based platform called Top Hat (Tophatmonocle Corp., Toronto, Canada). It leverages the mobile devices that students already own, such as smartphones, laptops and tablets. The Top Hat platform does not require students to purchase clickers. Instead, they purchase a license to use the software on their mobile devices. At the time this paper was written, the regular pricing was $48 per student for one academic year, but special pricing may apply based on institutional agreements. In addition to ARS questions, the software can host all lecture materials, including presentations, text documents and videos. Therefore, it is possible to quickly set up questions, move them within presentations if needed, and administer lectures completely out of the Top Hat platform. Because a gradebook function is included, the software can host entire courses. Each session or quiz has a unique Join Code. If required, geofencing can be enabled by the instructor for each session to ensure that only students who are physically in attendance can participate. Typically, a student roster is linked from the learning management system to the Top Hat platform, which enables a variety of functions such as formative and summative assessments, segmentation of questions, targeted item analysis, attendance tracking and certain gradebook items to sync at the discretion of the instructor. In addition, extensive reports and analyses can be generated for monitoring individual student performance throughout a course, which is helpful in identifying at-risk students. The Top Hat software allows questions to be delivered in multiple ways: during lecture, assigned as homework, or assigned for review. Figures 1-3 show the in-class look.
Participants and course

Eighty-four first-year optometry students at Western University of Health Sciences College of Optometry, Pomona, Calif., used their smartphones, laptops or tablets as their ARS response devices to answer questions strategically placed in each 90-minute lecture of a geometrical and ophthalmic optics course. The semester-long course was the first in a sequence of four optics courses and was delivered in a traditional face-to-face format. The slide decks of all lectures were uploaded into the Top Hat platform, so the questions could be placed within each slide deck. Attendance in the course was mandatory, and the responses to the ARS questions served as the attendance tracker. This was the first encounter the students had with an ARS in the optometry program.

ARS questions and small-group discussions

At the beginning of the course, the instructor explained that ARS questions would be used for formative assessment in conjunction with small-group discussions, and demonstrated how to access and use the Top Hat platform. Throughout the course, the instructor inserted 5-10 ARS questions into each lecture to focus students’ attention and to provide feedback on students’ comprehension of the material. The questions were designed as conceptual questions and focused on the different key concepts of the ongoing lecture. Each question was administered directly following the lecture coverage of a particular key concept. When a question was presented, the students had 2-3 minutes to discuss possible solutions with their immediate neighbors, come to a conclusion, and individually submit their answers. Afterwards, the correct answer was displayed and explained by the instructor. Therefore, a total of 3-4 minutes was spent on each question. Then the instructor moved on to the next lecture topic.

Utilizing the ARS served as a tool for the instructor to gauge the pace of each lecture and to add additional in-class examples and explanations when indicated. Because the students responded to questions with their own mobile devices and were not restricted by the limited functionality of physical clickers, a variety of question types could be utilized, although most questions were in multiple-choice and multiple-answer format. Depending on the question, 4-6 answer choices were presented. Occasionally, fill-in-the-blank, sorting/matching, free-response and hot-spot (click-on-target) questions (Figure 3) were administered. A breakdown of questions by type used throughout the course is shown in Table 1. The lecture material presented in each class was simultaneously broadcast to the students’ mobile devices.

Data collection and analysis
At the conclusion of the course, prior to releasing course grades, the instructor administered an anonymous survey to receive the students’ input and evaluate their experiences using the Top Hat ARS. The survey questions are shown in Table 2. In addition, the instructor identified a total of 36 questions that had been administered in the cumulative final examinations of the optics course during the current academic year as well as during the previous academic year. In that previous year, 85 students were enrolled in the course, and no ARS was utilized. The placement of the course within the academic year, its duration and the content covered were the same in both years. In addition, the same instructor taught the courses. The only difference was the utilization of the ARS.

A retrospective cohort analysis was used to compare the scores per question between the two student groups. After the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test was passed, a two-tailed paired samples t-test was performed to compare the average scores for each question to the scores from the prior academic year. A P-value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, Calif.) was used for conducting the statistical analysis. The project was approved by Western University of Health Sciences’ Institutional Review Board (19/RFD/023 X19/IRB/061).

### Results

Seventy-three first-year optometry students participated in the survey. Of those, 94.5% favored an instructional strategy that allowed using an ARS during lectures; 93.2% reported that the ARS questions helped them to maintain attention during class; 87.7% of the students recommended using an ARS in most or all lectures; and 94.5% preferred 3-10 ARS questions during a 90-minute lecture. Although a range of question types was available, 96% of the students in this cohort preferred multiple-choice questions. The detailed student response distributions to the survey questions are depicted in Figure 4.

When examination scores of 36 questions administered in different cohorts enrolled in the same course in two successive years were analyzed, the group working with the Top Hat ARS during lectures showed a small, but statistically significant, mean improvement of 3.7% (SD 9.3), from 83.6% (SD 15.0) to 87.3% (SD 11.1). (P-value 0.021, paired-samples t-test, two-tailed, t = 2.41). In addition, no questions scored below 50%, whereas two questions scored lower than 50% when no ARS was used. The number of questions scoring 90% or higher increased from 21 without the use of an ARS to 26 with the use of an ARS. This indicated that academically strong as well as academically weaker students benefited from the intervention. The distribution of the scores is shown in Figure 5.
Discussion

The instructor utilized the web-based Top Hat ARS in conjunction with small-group discussions during face-to-face lectures of a semester-long first-year geometrical and ophthalmic optics course. The goals were to improve student motivation and attention during lectures; to provide immediate feedback to the instructor concerning student comprehension; and to improve student performance on the cumulative final course examination. Based on student feedback, the instructor’s experiences throughout the course, and improved examination scores compared to the prior academic year during which no ARS was utilized, the instructor believes the goals were met.

The students’ feedback regarding the ARS was overwhelmingly positive, and most students believed that its use helped their in-class attention, which is one of the fundamental requirements for effective learning. This is supported by other studies, which reported that students find an ARS during lecture generally helpful and feel that it stimulates participation, engagement and interaction between students, and that it motivates them to learn.3,7,8,11-14,18,20-26 The students in this study recommended using 3-10 ARS questions during most or all 90-minute lectures. According to Premkumar and Coupal, one engagement question every 15-20 minutes should be administered to keep the attention of students during lecture, and a higher number of questions should be used if the purpose is formative assessment or review.10

Throughout the course, the administration and discussion of ARS questions took time and required careful planning of each lecture, assigning pre-lecture reading, and deciding on the types and number of ARS questions to be utilized. Active learning requires a high quality of participation, where students have an opportunity to interact with each other, the instructor and the lecture material.14 To allow a high quality of participation and to exercise the students’ ability to think critically, the instructor emphasized higher-order ARS questions and implemented small-group discussions. In addition, the “safe environment” that the Top Hat ARS provided through the anonymity of its in-class responses gave students the ability to test their knowledge without fear of judgement. It is known that utilizing an ARS during lectures encourages the participation of otherwise reluctant or “shy” students.18,21

Because course attendance was mandatory, using the ARS responses to track attendance served as an incentive for the students to engage in small-group discussions and to answer the questions. For courses without mandatory attendance, several studies have suggested associating a portion of the course grade with the use of an ARS to ensure a high level of participation.12,23,30 Throughout the course, utilizing ARS questions gave immediate feedback for the instructor to determine the level of understanding of the material by the students. This allowed further discussion and clarification of subjects if needed, and direction of each lecture accordingly. Even though multiple types of questions were presented throughout the
semester, most students preferred multiple-choice questions. One possible reason is that most of the presented questions were multiple-choice and the students became accustomed to this format. Another reason might be that, from a technological standpoint, it is easier to respond to a multiple-choice question because it requires only selecting the answer choice. In addition, standardized tests primarily utilize multiple-choice questions, and students might have preferred this question style in order to become prepared for the course examinations. Furthermore, it is known that students perceive multiple-choice questions as assessing knowledge-based cognitive processing.

Therefore, the instructor should assure that, regardless of the type of question, higher levels of intellectual skills and abilities such as analysis, application and comprehension are also evaluated when designing assessment questions.

On 36 examination items, the student cohort using the Top Hat ARS during class showed an improvement in average question score from 83.6 (SD 15.0) to 87.3 (SD 11.1). In addition, the standard deviation of distributed scores decreased, which indicated that students engaged with the material through the ARS questions and became overall more proficient in correctly answering comparable types of questions when presented on the examination. Even though there are mixed opinions in the literature, several other studies reported similar outcomes. For example, studies by Poulis et al., Schackow et al., Yourstone et al., Mayer et al. and Levesque et al. reported that students who used an electronic ARS showed significantly higher scores on quizzes and examinations compared with control groups that did not use an ARS.

Other studies did not always show an increase in test performance associated with the in-class use of an ARS, and several explanations have been discussed. Stoddard and Piquette reported that enhancing lectures by adding examination-style questions, and not necessarily a specific ARS technology itself, resulted in improved examination performance. Crossgrove and Curran found that the additional introduction of an ARS did not result in improved test performance because active learning strategies were already implemented in a prior administration of the course. In a study by Fitzpatrick et al., the authors found that the implementation of an ARS improved student performance in introductory level courses but not in senior-level courses, and suggested that students have mastered effective learning in senior-level courses. Because the study reported here also showed improved student performance in an introductory level course, a future follow-up study on the same cohort in their advanced optics course may provide additional insights related to Fitzpatrick et al.’s suggestion.

In addition, the study reported here found that the number of questions scoring below 50% decreased from two without the use of an ARS to zero with the use of an ARS. The number of questions scoring 90% or greater increased from 21 without use of an ARS to 26 with use of an ARS. This implied that academically strong as well as academically weaker students benefited from the intervention. In particular, the improvement of very low scores indicated that the ARS activity helped to correct conceptual misunderstandings or misinterpretation of assessment questions. The improved examination performance could be an indication of students experiencing increased confidence or improved capacity for solving problems, effects which are linked to ongoing formative feedback during class. Because this feedback can be efficiently delivered via the use of an ARS, it contributes to active learning.

Some challenges and limitations were experienced during this study. First, it was not ascertained whether students had previous experience with an ARS platform or if the ARS was challenging to use throughout the course. By the end of the semester, it became known that the students overall had a positive experience using the software. In addition, different cohorts of students from two successive academic years were compared. Even though there was little variation in the average academic strength of a student cohort, these were different groups of students. Content, duration and placement of the courses were similar, and the same instructor taught the courses; however, it is not possible to exactly replicate the same course experience in different years.

Despite these limitations, the study results suggested the Top Hat ARS was a valuable tool for keeping students engaged in lectures throughout the course and for facilitating better performance on graded examination questions. A variety of factors likely contributed to this improvement. First, the students were consistently stimulated to pay attention to the ongoing lecture and interact with the material when ARS questions were posed. Second, the small-group discussions provided input from the students’ peers. Third, the correct answer for each ARS question was explained by the instructor before moving on to the next lecture topic. Fourth, having ARS questions in every lecture fostered the habit of problem-solving at the time of presentation.

Conclusion

The incorporation of an audience response system into face-to-face lectures can be a valuable teaching tool in facilitating active learning. It provides an opportunity to improve students’ quality of analysis and discussion of lecture content, and at the same time gives immediate feedback to the course instructor. In addition, the ARS allows students the ability to test their knowledge without fear of judgement, and therefore encourages the participation of otherwise reluctant students.
Because the implementation of the ARS occupies lecture time, it is necessary to carefully plan each session, assign pre-reading, and decide on the types and number of ARS questions to be utilized. To promote broad and sustained participation in ARS activities, an incentive may be provided, such as associating a portion of the course grade with the use of an ARS. To test the effects of utilizing an ARS in senior-level courses, future study considerations will be to evaluate its effects in a more advanced optics course.
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